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In terms of quality 

Meccaniche Orologi Milano 

makes no compromises.

Quality 

Elegance

Italian Manufacture



Established in Milan, the cradle of European culture, 

fashion and design, the high-end clock manufacturer 

Meccaniche Orologi Milano (M.O.M.) 

is a small young family company founded by engineer 

and designer Alessandro Rigotto, a member at the A.H.C.I 

Horological Academy of Independent Creators. 

Our declared aim is to export the passion and the spirit of 

Italian culture as well as the experience and the quality of 

“Italian made” into the sector of Time making while paying 

tribute to modern design and technological features. In all 

our timekeepers, from the grandfather to the table ones, we 

strive to create the perfect union of modernity, innovation and 

tradition in order to give birth to a timepiece of high quality, 

unique in its kind that would last for generations.

“

“
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Indianapolis Red Fire
P 8

Libra Square Charming Gold
P 60

Vivo
P 38

Libra Sloped R-Design
P 48

Libra Sloped Stylish Star
P 52

Libra Kleio
P 56

Indianapolis Speed Twin
P 14

Libra Square Sportive Soul
P 64

Little Venice
P 22

Liberty
P 30
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Indianapolis Red Fire

Indianapolis, this is the name chosen to baptize our new creation. Carbon fibres, 

rhodium plating and leather are all the elements that bring to mind a shiny 

dashboard and make us think of one of the most famous car races in the world, 

Indianapolis precisely. The perfect oval which characterizes that track reflects 

our logo’s oval, too: ever in the frenetic and cyclic search of new forms, 

colours and technologies; ever dynamic and eager never to stop. Another element 

in common? Time, of course: for Indianapolis to beat, for MOM to value. 
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Indianapolis Red Fire
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Indianapolis Speed Twin

A stunning modern take on a classical style. Strongly inspired by iconic

sportscars and manufactured with the latest technology of the clockmaking world, 

Indianapolis Speed Twin is Alessandro Rigotto’s view on how a racing pendulum 

clock should look: a timekeeper in a clean, minimalistic and rushing style, 

where every detail, material and design solution have been carefully selected 

to convey a sense of drive, adrenaline and dynamic energy. This timekeeper 

fascinates with both its powerful mechanical DNA and the diversity of designs.
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Indianapolis Speed Twin
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Rhodium plated
gears

Day indicator Red leather with 
white stitches case 

on wooden base

High gloss lacquered Carbon 
fiber decorative panel

2 ⁄3 second Invar 
pendulum

30-day spring 
driven barrel

Indianapolis

Decorative panel

Hands

Cover

* customizable

* 

Gears

6085 x 85 x 18 cm (X - Y - Z)XZ
Y

5400 beats per hour

Materials
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Little Venice

Little Venice is our homage to Venice, the city of waterways which has been 

enchanting Italians and the world alike. By combining its usual minimalist style 

with a wholly Venetian material, the Briccola, our clock house presents a model 

which is not merely inspired by Venice, it is indeed Venetian. 

Used by the gondoliers to find their way through the many canals of the lagoon city, 

the briccole – wooden poles – suffer, over time, from water and mollusc erosion 

which, on the one hand, has the merit to turn each briccola into a unique natural 

sculpture crafted by the lagoon itself but, on the other, it makes it also necessary 

to substitute them.

We have decided to recoup these unique pieces by enshrining them within luxury 

clock-making as the very essence of the charm and fragility of Venice.
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Little Venice
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Decorative Panel

Hands

Cover

Gears

Materials

24 carats Yellowgold
plated gears

Matte lacquered 
Cherry & Walnut case

2 ⁄3 second Invar 
pendulum

High gloss resin-coated 
Briccola wood 

decorative panel
30-day spring 
driven barrel

Little Venice

Z 75 x 17,5 cm (D - Z)5400 beats per hour 45
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Liberty 

Liberty is the line of clocks dedicated to nostalgia, creativity and, above all, freedom 

of imagination. Inspired by the namesake artistic movement, we bring back 

the decorating style of early XX century Liberty by allowing each and every one 

of its acquirers to become an artist of their own clocks and their own time. 

This way, in the age of massification and serial production, we aspire to realise 

a dream: valuing the individual and allowing anyone to see – transposed onto glass – 

their idea of beauty, which is unique to each and anyone of us. 
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Liberty

Decorated by Paola Crespi
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Cover

Gears

Hands

Frontal Crystal

Materials

18 carats Rosegold
plated gears

Handmade sandblasted 
“Leaves Fall” decoration

High gloss Flipflop Viola 
Fantasy lacquered Alder case

30-day spring 
driven barrel

Liberty

Z 75 x 17,5 cm (D - Z)5400 beats per hour

2 ⁄3 second Invar 
pendulum

37 * customizable

* 
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Vivo

Square albeit elegant, VIVO’s smooth lines and walnut cover speak vintage 

with its tribute to the 70s, when ever-present chic and futuristic hopes permeated 

the time. The golden sequence of its clockwork humbly comes forth from the elegant 

black background, as if to mimic man’s confidence in governing space and time 

through the simplest of designs, which are very often the most successful.
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Vivo

Engineering by Alessandro Rigotto
Design by Gianfranco Barban & Lorenzo Di Giovanni
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Cover

Gears

Hands

Frontal Crystal

Materials

24 carats Yellowgold plated 
gears

Flame-harden Black Pearl 
central crystal hour indicator

High gloss lacquered 
Walnut case

One-side pushing extremely 
asymmetric crutch 

2 ⁄3 second Invar 
pendulum

30-day spring 
driven barrel

Vivo

75 x 75 x 15 cm (X - Y - Z)5400 beats per hour XZ
Y

37
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Libra 

At its heart, Libra is an eight-day spring-driven pendulum clock with the epicyclic 

train (planetary gearing). Its motion work is based on the Ferguson Paradox, 

a principle where two wheels of identical diameter but slightly different tooth count 

are driven off the same pinion producing two different rates. Such a solution avoids 

the need for a 12 to 1 gear train between the hour and the minute hands.

The most remarkable feature about this timepiece is that its case is substituted 

with two 8mm-hardened crystal glass plates which, in this way, gain a double 

function. Such a decision was made in order to expose the beauty of the skeleton 

mechanism and to give an impression as if suspended mid-air.

In order to obtain this effect, the stainless bushes were welded to the glass plates

and only afterwards elaborated.

Glass, as opposed to metal, was also applied to the big ring wheel, where its 5 metal 

spider spokes were substituted with the 4mm-hardened smoked or satin (depending 

on the model) crystal. Although this material is very delicate and requires skilled 

knowledge to be worked, it helps to achieve an optical illusion of the clock’s lightness 

and minimalism.

The other striking feature of the Libra is the position of the pendulum which is made 

of Invar, a material that is totally unaffected by changes in temperature. 

Instead of hiding the main timekeeper behind the clockwork, as it is usually done 

in the classical clocks, the pendulum was moved to the left side.
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Libra Sloped R-Design

R-Design represents and catches the vibrant spirit of our Libra Sloped clock. 

This look is inspired by the performance, both external and internal. 

Together with its exceptional shape and the remarkable black shining colour theme, 

present in the basement and other distinctive details, it immortalizes the dynamics 

and essence of the movement. This is a style which leaps out from every perspective.
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Libra Sloped R-Design
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Libra Sloped - Stylish Star

We have created Libra Sloped Stylish Star to meet the most exigent clock lovers’ 

highest expectations of Italian luxury. This timepiece has a very personal expression 

which evokes a strong sense of elegant sophistication. Every detail was selected

with the utmost accuracy in order to leave the admirers with a feel of perfection. 

An ideal balance between precision and charm gives your Libra a superior level

of elegance.
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Libra Sloped - Stylish Star
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Libra Kleio

The birth of Italian masterpiece of precision and elegance, Libra Kleio, was inspired 

by history and tradition. This sloped version of Libra collection is available 

in the limited edition of 49 pieces with rose gold finish on Portoro marble. 

At the 75th International American Craft Contest, this graceful timekeeper was 

awarded two gold medals for “Single Train Clock Movements” and “Other Material 

Clock Cases” respectively, as well as one silver medal for “Experimental Timepiece 

Design”. A little rising star of the Horological Art in the Meccaniche Orologi Milano 

clock house.
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Materials

Hands

Central Gear’s Crystal

Gears

Base

* customizable

*

Planetary gears

Invar pendulum rod, 
steady to the temperature 

changes

14 degrees inclined 
aluminium anodised base 
with captivating engraving

8-day spring driven 
barrel

Libra Sloped

38 x 38 x 15 cm (X - Y - Z)8180 beats per hour

Innovative diamond-like 
coating, DLC

XZ
Y

14
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Libra Square - Charming Gold

Libra Square Charming Gold is thought and created in terms of aesthetic appeal, 

progressive know-how and strict precision. With its completely transparent crystal 

glass case this timekeeper embodies minimalism, it elegantly protects the clockwork 

and reflects the idea of transparency and lightness, as if floating mid-air.

Italian design and Roman modern luxury are fused in a perfect harmony in order

to create a unique and ingenious timepiece.
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Libra Square - Charming Gold
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Libra Square - Sportive Soul

Car-inspired timepieces are a concept that still predates the current luxury 

timekeepers’ market. Both cars and clocks are highly functional machines that are 

still able to combine a sense of beauty and style in the carrying out of their primary 

functions. With our creation we strive to bring you what will make your heart beat 

faster and ignite your passion and emotions. Milton Glaser once said: “There are 

three responses to a piece of design – yes, no, and WOW! WOW is the one to aim for.” 

Sportive Soul of Libra clock ticks perfectly this box.
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Libra Square - Sportive Soul
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Materials

Hands

Central Gear’s Crystal

Gears

Base

* customizable

*

Graceful satin crystal disk 
of Big ring wheel

(no spider spokes)

Extraclear π shape 
crystal lid

Hand-polished 
stainless-steel bob lens 

with customisable engraving

Graham deadbeat
escapement

8-day spring driven 
barrel

Libra Square

40 x 38 x 15,5 cm (X - Y - Z)8180 beats per hour XZ
Y

16
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